
JAIL  ATTACK  Prison  officer
stabbed by crazed inmate in
feared  terror  attack  at
‘Monster Mansion’ jail

From the Sun

A PRISON officer was stabbed by a crazed inmate in a feared
terror attack at a jail dubbed Monster Mansion. The guard was
knifed repeatedly with an improvised weapon and another was
punched in the face.

The  inmate,  understood  to  be  a  Muslim  convert,  was  heard
shouting “Allahu Akbar” — God is Greatest in Arabic.

Police were called to HMP Frankland in County Durham and cells
locked  down  for  searches.  Last  night,  one  officer  was  in
hospital with non-life-threatening injuries and another had
been discharged.

A source said: “This was a pre-planned attack and the inmate
had made a ‘shank’.
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“He went up behind the officer on one of the wings and stabbed
him several times, including in the neck. They did well to
subdue him so quickly. Even the cons were shocked and everyone
was talking about how it was a terror attack — and they were
surprised one had not happened before. There was also talk
that the attacker had converted to Islam inside the jail.”

One wing holds Islamist inmates, and there is a separation
unit for those deemed a threat to national security.

Prison Service sources accepted the attacker shouted “Allahu
Akbar” but said they were not treating it as terrorism.

A  spokesperson  said:  “We  cannot  comment  on  a  live  police
investigation.

Prison Dawa is a threat worldwide. I still believe that a good
solution would be a return to the isolation system of the
Millbank Penetentiary and Lincoln Castle (where the booths
used in chapel can still be seen) Modern science could prevent
the mental illness that resulted in the suspension of the
method in the 19th century.  In any event Islam is a culture
that mandates covering and seclusion for its women; the men
are surely able to thrive under the same regime they impose on
their wives and daughters.  
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